1. **Special Performance – Cyclone Pom Routine**

2. **Power/Power 1 Group 1**
   Alyssa Noerring, Ariyah Hadden, Chelsea Gray, Elliyah Lindsey, Mia Moore, Oakley Hill, Sophie Waters, Keagan Collins

3. **Power 2**
   Abigail Jones, Cambree Benson, Chloe Jones, Emily Astill, Jacquelyn Haymore, Kenley Nickel, Sabrina Benson

4. **Rec Cheer – Thursday 4:30 with Lindsay and Lexi – Ways to be Wicked**
   Nadia Ali, Mylie Bates, Sophie Birdsell, Mya Cahoon, Cyana Griffin, Haven Heise, Oakley Hill, Haley Howell, Devyn Hummel, Rubie Laude, Erica Luft, Courtney McBride, Devery McCarty, Mia Moore, Kaitlyn Moors, Harper Norris, Hannah Winegar,

5. **acro – Super Girl**
   Brielle Leavitt, Chelsea Gray, Chloe Jones, Dakota Christensen, Kallee Kidd, Lilly Anderson, Linden Bolke, Melody Shoda, Natalie Medrano, Serenidee Allen, Cini McIntyre

6. **Beginning**
   Adryana Atwood, Amaylee Butterfield, Bexlee Montague, Brynlee Beckstrom, Elsie Gee, Kaydence Resler, Kinsley Sweeney, Lucy Hind, Marlee Christensen, Sarah Hiller

7. **Power 3**
   Avery Ipson, Brielle Leavitt, Dakota Christensen, Emily Goodell, Katelyn Teixeira, Lilly Anderson, Linden Bolke, Sydnee Callisto, Cini McIntyre

8. **Power/Power 1 Group 2**
   Gaby Peterson, Hallee Booth, Harlee Nielsen, Kallee Kidd, Kynlee Nagel, Layla Walfram, Mya Wells, Rachel Stroman

9. **Rec Cheer – Thursday 6:30 with Shannan and Lindsay – Super Hero Remix**
   Isabella Arnold, Molly Belcher, Sabrina Benson, Sydnee Callisto, Teya Christensen, Savannah Ekins, Jacquelyn Haymore, Meadow Hildebrand, Mersadies Houston, Mercedez Jenson, Ella Johnson, Abigail Jones, Lia Loy, Bailey Madsen, Ellanore McDonald, Emily Parko, Mercedes Sherman, Kelsey Stark, Chloe Waterhouse, Chloe Wiscott
Show 2
3:00 p.m.

1. Special Performance - Synergy Academy Tumblers

2. Thursday 4:00 5-6 Tumble/Jazz with McKayla – Chilling Like a Villain
   Kenidee Cooley, Taylor Enlow, Zoey Hincks, Jaylee Mencl, Sofia Poore, Alyssa Squire, Oakley Wachter, Preslie Warrant

3. Tuesday 10:00 5-6 Tumble/Jazz with Marnie – Poor Unfortunate Souls
   Brooklyn Barton, Ari Bateman, Kambrie Branz, Kaydence Resler

4. Wednesday 9:00 3-4 Tumble/Jazz with Brenda – Zero to Hero
   Chloe Childs, Natasha Gonzales, Olivia Goodwin, Naomi Kehl, Violet Kunkel, Ruby Lewis, Sinead Mayhew, Anna Nelson

5. Thursday 12:30 3-4 Tumble/Jazz with Melinda – Yo Ho a Pirates Life for Me
   Milania Ali, Lilly Behunin, Audrey Crook, Brynnli Evans, Lucy Hind, Harlo Lowry, Kylie Patterson, Bianca Payne, Jenson Selin, Avarie Trujillo, Cora Wright

6. Thursday 4:30 7-8 Hip-Hop/Jazz with Shannan – Heroes
   Harper Ataata, Presley Bradfield, Jaycee Cooley, Kirra Klomp, Felicity Nicholls, Avaiyah Roberson, Abby Seeley, Denika Sorensen, Londyn Tucker, Addie Wilson

7. Tuesday 8:30 10+ Contemporary with Tara – Everybody Wants to Rule the World
   Heather Christensen, Kaitlin Furness, Hailey Higgs, Kaymbree Kingston, Brooklyn Teixeira

8. Tuesday 11:00 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Marnie – “Somebody's Hero”
   Katina Carson, Mia Clements, Nova Edginton, Delilah Hettinger, Brayten Mehr, Sasha Rosenhan, Taya Tomsick

9. Thursday 7:30 9-11 Jazz with Shannan – Immortals
   Addison Abbott, Ellie Anderson, Lia Anderson, Avery Curtis, Elise Ferguson, Reece Johnson, Talese Kenison, Alayna Niebuhr, Brailynn Pettit, Coen Smith, Mariah Smith, McKinley Williams
Show 3
4:00 p.m.

1. **Special Performance – TBD**

2. **Thursday 11:00 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Melinda – Go the Distance**
   Ella Harrison, Claire Jeppson, Chloe Kuykendall, Noelle Lim, Taylor Loveridge, Chloe Sullivan, Kinsley Sweeney, Ivie Taylor

3. **Wednesday 8:30 10+ Jazz with Tara – Fun for Me**
   Bella Carter, Kylie Eckman, Kaitlin Furness, Kaya Ramos, Kaylee Sorensen

4. **Wednesday 5:30 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Shannan – Super Women Remix**
   Serenadee Allen, Bella Aragon, Adaline Ashley, Brytni Burgon, Arisa Chhour, Kaylee Crickmore, Mikkayla Harr, Hadlee Matthews, Harlee Nielsen, Quincey Peek, Kinslee Rasmussen, Saraiya Seng, Alaina Story

5. **Thursday 7:30 12+ Jazz with Karyn – Let’s Be Bad**
   Sydney Allen, Ashley Bateman, Cambree Benson, Madalin Burton, Bailee Candelario, Alyse Coon, Kyra Johnson, McKenna Lewis, Molly Mann, Madelyn Parry, Aspen Wright

6. **Tuesday 1:30 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Brenda – Hero**
   Renae Bleak, Ellie Chitty, Ella Crook, Sophia Hampton, Devyn Hummel, Sadie Larson, Bailee McHaley, Kynlee Nagel, Aria Pandur, Gaby Peterson

7. **Wednesday 7:30 9-11 Contemporary with Tara –**
   Sydney Allen, Avery Christensen, Kylie Eckman, Hailey Perez-Rul, Ayla Robason, Kaylee Romney, Haylee Strohm, Alyssa Sweeney, Shayla Sweeney, Adalyn Wilkey

8. **Thursday 8:30 12+ Hip Hop/Jazz with Shannan – Here I Am**
   Sydney Allen, Madalin Burton, Brooklyn Curtis, Mercedez Jenson, Kyra Johnson, Nadia Martinez, Kali Smith

9. **Monday 4:30 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Karyn – Wind Beneath My Wings**
   Kate Breinholt, Aria Chanthaseng, Adalyn Douros, Cozette Hendricks, Camila Medrano, Lydia Olsen, Whitley Powell, Arissah Rivera, Savanna Templeton, Avarie Trujillo
1. **Special Performance – TBD**

2. **Wednesday 12:30 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Marnie – Bad to the Bone**
   Emma Bingham, Brooklyn Green, Kayla Hosie, Preslee MacConaghy, Ximena Patino, Quinn Wambeke

3. **Wednesday 5:30 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Chris – Walk the Llama Llama**
   Kamryn Cannon, Lyla Clements, Oaklyn Jaterka, Ivy Monsen, Neveah Park, Eyzlee Sanders, Kaitlyn Stevens, Afton Strong, Melodee Turner, Delilah Wines

4. **Tuesday 7:30 11+ Ballet with Melissa – Swan Lake, Op 20: No. 5, The Black Swan Pas de Deux**
   Evi Bateman, Drake Darger, Savannah DeYoung, Katelyn Teixeira

5. **Thursday 6:30 7-10 Musical Theater with Erin – Revolting (from Matilda the Musical)**
   Addison Abbott, Ellie Anderson, Lia Anderson, Avery Curtis, Elise Ferguson, Reece Johnson, Talese Kenison, Alayna Niebuhr, Brailynn Pettit, Coen Smith, Mariah Smith, McKinley Williams

6. **Thursday 1:30 5-6 Hip Hop/Jazz with Melinda – Every Girl’s a Super Girl**
   Adalyn Behunin, Avery Burbidge, Elsie Gee, Claire Gibbons, Aspen Lucero, Chloe Sullivan

7. **Wednesday 4:30 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Chris – You Should be Dancing**
   McKenna Brinks, Zoey Dent, Brexlee Fife, Lillie Hamilton, Natasha Lamoreaux, Riley McIntosh, Bailey McPhee, Emery Navarrete, Kinlee Pitts, Indie Thorne, Nora Vanus, Sloan Wright

8. **Monday 6:30 9-11 Hip Hop with Haiden – Joker Remix**
   Meali’i Aalona, Kaia Aguirre, Lilly Anderson, Addison Bangarter, Peyton Belliston, Jade Burggraaf, Olivia Green, Daphne Hill, Paizlee Llewellyn, Ashleigh Pester, Karley Timpson

9. **Thursday 7:30 11+ Musical Theater with Erin – What is this Feeling (from Wicked)**
   Ava Beck, Addy Campbell, Landon Crook, Autumn Gray, Preslee Johnson, Sage Kenison, Addison Lundgren, Robbie Lundgren, Katie McIntosh, Mikaylee Peterson, Olivia Riding, Emma Sanders, Hailey Smith, Rachel Smith, Hailey Wisdon
Show 5
6:00 p.m.

1. **Special Performance – TBD**

2. **Tuesday 4:30 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Melinda – Some Day My Prince Will Come**
   Scarlett Bodtcher, Zoey Chatterton, Corra Honeycutt, Ryan Howell, Charlotte Jenkins, Claire Jordan, Millie Jordan, Ivy Keddington, Caitlyn Martindale, Mia Medina, Briana Pando, Leighton Pando, Eve Sneddon

3. **Wednesday 4:30 9-11 Jazz with Danielle – I Put a Spell on You**
   Ailyn Bailey, Keira Childs, Jordyn Johnson, Kennedi Klomp, Faith McKinnon, Addyson Merrill, Elizabeth Nichols, Talea Ramos, Chloe Schumann, Aaliyah Sorensen, Ella Sutton, Brycelyn Thomsen, Tana Winther

4. **Tuesday 12:30 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Brenda – I’ll Make a Man out of You**
   Amaylee Butterfield, Abigail George, Avalee Hill, Gray Leishman, Aspen Lucero, Pearl Lucking, Olivia Oakford, Swayzee Robinson, Makenzie Sanders, Charlie Sorensen

5. **Tuesday 4:30 7-8 Ballet/Jazz with Jami – We Could be Hero’s**

6. **Thursday 10:00 3-4 Ballet/Jazz with Melinda – Roar**
   Emily Christiansen, Charlotte Hamblin, Reese Ipson, Kaylee Larsen, Navy Natter, Kelsey Rauen, Norah Redfern

7. **Tuesday 4:30 7-8 Hip Hop/Jazz with Ciara – We are Number One**
   Syrri Bateman, Kamrielle Cunningham, Makayla Evans, Peyton Garcia, Milla Gonzales, Kaylee Higgins, Kenadee Kingston, Vivian Kunkel, Macy Lewis, Kinley Smith, Jessica Warner, Lydia Weber

8. **Wednesday 4:30 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Michele – Cruella de Vil**
   Evey Barney, Sawyer Davis, Mia Givens, Elsie Hamilton, Tatum Kong, Everly Overby, Irelyn Overby, Claire Schumann, Ava Sutton, Reese Thornton

9. **Monday 4:30 5-6 Hip Hop/Jazz with Jami – Holding Out for a Hero**
   Sawyer Davis, Baylee Edwards, Emily Flower, Anistyn Harrison, Evyn Harroun, Shae Hoffmann, Bailee Kesler, Grace Rose, Maelyn Rothe, Mara Rothe, Sophie Waters
Show 6
7:00 p.m.

1. **Special Performance – TBD**

2. **Monday 5:30 6-9 Breakdance with Heng and Michael –**
   Luke Belcher, Cash Black, Jonas Clifford, Dawson DeLeeuw, Jaxson Fox, Hudson Hill, Saydee Park, 
   Brecken Timpson, Lincoln Turner

3. **Wednesday 10:00 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Marnie – Immortals**
   Cicily Feld, Kennedy Hadfield, Lucy Johnson, Hollis Kofoed, Lexi Petrovich, Shayne Ramone, 
   Aleyiah Rodarte, Everly Stevens

4. **Wednesday 5:30 7-8 Ballet/Jazz with Melinda – Rotten to the Core**
   Jayla Adams, Irelyn Anderson, Adryana Atwood, Brynlee Beckstrom, Winnie Curtis, Hayden 
   Dent, Emberli Faircloth, Locklyn Haroldsen, Alexis Kuykendall, Hailey Monson, Madison 
   Mortensen, Georgia Robinson, Payslee Sorensen

5. **Tuesday 4:30 5-6 Ballet/Jazz with Nikki – Holding Out for a Hero**
   Charlie Best, Elsie Hettinger, Lexi Jeppson, London Kaneen, Eva Kiholm, Rylee Mangum, C.C. 
   Nava, Aspin Runolfson, Samantha Shatzer

6. **Monday 4:30 9+ Breakdance with Heng and Michael – Every Villain is Lemons**
   Tyzick Colbert, Landen Cunningham, Lukas Denos, Christopher Earhart, Jaxen Honey, Kaius 
   Lowerance, Clark Perry, Kelton Sumpter